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Since the October 7, 2023, massacre in Israel by the terrorist organization Hamas, there

has been ongoing strife and protests throughout the world. Such turmoil notably coincides with a

rise in hate crimes, antisemitism, and islamophobia, noticed not only on the streets of the United

States, thousands of miles away from Israel, but also in the microcosm of college campuses.

Although freedom of speech is protected under the U.S. Constitution, schools must also

ensure students feel safe on campuses. The Department of Education sent a letter “reminding”

schools of their “federal legal obligations to ensure nondiscriminatory environments” and that

their federal financial assistance could be in jeopardy if schools do not take “immediate action to

stop antisemitism and islamophobia.”1 However, the letter failed to specify how to combat these

harmful tensions.2 Schools can try to pre-empt future violence, discrimination, and hate by

integrating accessible alternative dispute resolution (“ADR”) practices to create learning

opportunities and limit the destructiveness of conflicts on campuses.3
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Colleges can implement campus mediation programs to resolve students’ conflicts in a

confidential alternative forum to the judicial system.4 Such services can build a safe campus

community by “manag[ing] conflicts at their lowest and most effective levels, deal[ing] with

underlying issues, improv[ing] a campus conflict climate, and preserv[ing] relationships.”5

Mediation promotes students’ responsibility and decision-making ability, facilitating mutual

respect and cooperation, by employing fairness principles instead of adversarial.6 The

Department of Education recognizes mediation for “tackling” antisemitism and islamophobia.

Their “conflict mediation” webinar aims to provide mediation strategies to “prevent and respond

to hate-based threats, bullying, and harassment” to keep students safe.7

There is no “one way” to establish mediation programs. However, some already

established programs can be a model. For instance, NYU’s student-led Conflict Resolution

Center resolves disputes with the help of “trained, neutral, third party, student mediators.”8 Peer

mediation has been used for bullying intervention in public schools and can be effective in

colleges to alleviate conflicts.9 Also, programs “driven by learning and educational outcomes”

can use counselors and advisors as the first step to work with the parties.10 Next, equip “external
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professionally trained mediators” who comprehend nuances of campuses and policies.11 They

cultivate trust on all sides by “the very fact that they aren’t a member of administration.”12

Colleges should consider incorporating training for professors and students in ADR. This

may include a mandatory ADR awareness training program for professors to learn and use ADR

to solve campus problems, like averting antisemitism and islamophobia in the classroom.13

Universities can further ADR training by providing skill-building lessons to form practical skills

that may de-escalate tensions and build a more positive campus culture.14

For students, a required skills-based course in conflict resolution can assist students in

their interpersonal conflicts, especially in college, where students may interact with individuals

of diverse backgrounds.15 Courses can include “case studies, lectures, interactive simulations,

and carefully tailored exercises,” where students learn to “effectively mediate a wide variety of

conflicts” and even receive certification.16 Techniques can be “tailored to provide the highest

quality mediation training to students and peers acting as student mediators.”17

Colleges that provide students access to ADR opportunities will benefit not only the individual

student but also the entire campus community by having resources that will help combat the

alarming rise of antisemitism and islamophobia.

17 Id.
16 Id.
15 Kendrick-Johnson, supra note 4.
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